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Linear filter and convolution

Given a filter kernel H, the convolution of the kernel with image F is
an image R. The (i, j)-th component of R is given by

Rij =
∑
u,v

Hi−u,j−vFuv. (1)

• kernel of the filter: the pattern of weights used for a linear filter
• convolution: the process of applying the filter
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Figure 3.10 Neighborhood filtering (convolution): The image on the left is convolved with
the filter in the middle to yield the image on the right. The light blue pixels indicate the source
neighborhood for the light green destination pixel.

accentuate edges, or remove noise (Figure 3.11b–d). In this section, we look at linear filter-
ing operators, which involve fixed weighted combinations of pixels in small neighborhoods.
In Section 3.3, we look at non-linear operators such as morphological filters and distance
transforms.

The most commonly used type of neighborhood operator is a linear filter, in which an
output pixel’s value is determined as a weighted sum of input pixel values within a small
neighborhood N (Figure 3.10),

g(i, j) =
∑

k,l

f(i+ k, j + l)h(k, l). (3.12)

The entries in the weight kernel or mask h(k, l) are often called the filter coefficients. The
above correlation operator can be more compactly notated as

g = f ⊗ h. (3.13)

A common variant on this formula is

g(i, j) =
∑

k,l

f(i− k, j − l)h(k, l) =
∑

k,l

f(k, l)h(i− k, j − l), (3.14)

where the sign of the offsets in f has been reversed, This is called the convolution operator,

g = f ∗ h, (3.15)

and h is then called the impulse response function.5 The reason for this name is that the kernel
function, h, convolved with an impulse signal, δ(i, j) (an image that is 0 everywhere except

5The continuous version of convolution can be written as g(x) =
∫
f(x− u)h(u)du.
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Linear filter and convolution

This operation is called convolution

R(f) = (h ∗ f) (2)

• commutative: (g ∗ h)(x) = (h ∗ g)(x)
• associative: f ∗ (g ∗ h) = (f ∗ g) ∗ h
• distributive: f ∗ (g+ h) = f ∗ g+ f ∗ h
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Linear filter and convolution: Gaussian blur
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of ones multiplied by a constant. You can (and should) establish this point by close
attention to the range of the sum. This process is a poor model of blurring; its
output does not look like that of a defocused camera (Figure 4.1). The reason is
clear. Assume that we have an image in which every point but the center point is
zero, and the center point is one. If we blur this image by forming an unweighted
average at each point, the result looks like a small, bright box, but this is not what
defocused cameras do. We want a blurring process that takes a small bright dot
to a circularly symmetric region of blur, brighter at the center than at the edges
and fading slowly to darkness. As Figure 4.1 suggests, a set of weights of this form
produces a much more convincing defocus model.
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FIGURE 4.2: The symmetric Gaussian kernel in 2D. This view shows a kernel scaled so
that its sum is equal to one; this scaling is quite often omitted. The kernel shown has
σ = 1. Convolution with this kernel forms a weighted average that stresses the point at
the center of the convolution window and incorporates little contribution from those at
the boundary. Notice how the Gaussian is qualitatively similar to our description of the
point spread function of image blur: it is circularly symmetric, has strongest response in
the center, and dies away near the boundaries.

Example: Smoothing with a Gaussian
A good formal model for this fuzzy blob is the symmetric Gaussian kernel

Gσ(x, y) =
1

2πσ2
exp

(
− (x2 + y2)

2σ2

)

illustrated in Figure 4.2. σ is referred to as the standard deviation of the Gaussian
(or its “sigma”!); the units are interpixel spaces, usually referred to as pixels. The
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Linear filter and convolution: Gaussian kernel in 2D

Symmetric Gaussian kernel in 2D (noise reduction smoothing)

Gσ(x, y) =
1

2πσ2
exp

(
−x

2 + y2
2σ2

)
(3)

Figure 1: Gaussian blur with σ = [0.1, 1, 4, 10], no padding.
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Padding (border effects)

• zero: set all pixels outside the source image to 0
• constant: set all pixels outside the source image to a specified
border value

• clamp: repeat edge pixels indefinitely
• wrap: loop “around” the image in a “toroidal” configuration
• mirror: reflect pixels across the image edge
• extend: extend the signal by subtracting the mirrored version of
the signal from the edge pixel value
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Padding (border effects)
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zero wrap clamp mirror

blurred zero normalized zero blurred clamp blurred mirror

Figure 3.13 Border padding (top row) and the results of blurring the padded image (bottom
row). The normalized zero image is the result of dividing (normalizing) the blurred zero-
padded RGBA image by its corresponding soft alpha value.

Padding (border effects)

The astute reader will notice that the correlation shown in Figure 3.10 produces a result that
is smaller than the original image, which may not be desirable in many applications.6 This is
because the neighborhoods of typical correlation and convolution operations extend beyond
the image boundaries near the edges, and so the filtered images suffer from boundary effects

To deal with this, a number of different padding or extension modes have been developed
for neighborhood operations (Figure 3.13):

• zero: set all pixels outside the source image to 0 (a good choice for alpha-matted cutout
images);

• constant (border color): set all pixels outside the source image to a specified border
value;

• clamp (replicate or clamp to edge): repeat edge pixels indefinitely;

• (cyclic) wrap (repeat or tile): loop “around” the image in a “toroidal” configuration;

• mirror: reflect pixels across the image edge;

6Note, however, that early convolutional networks such as LeNet (LeCun, Bottou et al. 1998) adopted this struc-
ture.
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Examples of linear filter
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Figure 3.14 Separable linear filters: For each image (a)–(e), we show the 2D filter kernel
(top), the corresponding horizontal 1D kernel (middle), and the filtered image (bottom). The
filtered Sobel and corner images are signed, scaled up by 2× and 4×, respectively, and added
to a gray offset before display.

What if your kernel is not separable and yet you still want a faster way to implement
it? Perona (1995), who first made the link between kernel separability and SVD, suggests
using more terms in the (3.21) series, i.e., summing up a number of separable convolutions.
Whether this is worth doing or not depends on the relative sizes of K and the number of sig-
nificant singular values, as well as other considerations, such as cache coherency and memory
locality.

3.2.2 Examples of linear filtering

Now that we have described the process for performing linear filtering, let us examine a
number of frequently used filters.

The simplest filter to implement is the moving average or box filter, which simply averages
the pixel values in aK×K window. This is equivalent to convolving the image with a kernel
of all ones and then scaling (Figure 3.14a). For large kernels, a more efficient implementation
is to slide a moving window across each scanline (in a separable filter) while adding the
newest pixel and subtracting the oldest pixel from the running sum. This is related to the
concept of summed area tables, which we describe shortly.

A smoother image can be obtained by separably convolving the image with a piecewise
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